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● A platform integrating CybEye’s

cutting-edge live streaming 

technology and established 

American users

● A popular mobile live streaming social platform for 

American young generation

Objective

● An innovative high-tech live social 

platform to seize global discourse power



Viewers can pinpoint where nearby 
users and broadcasters are located

Real-time Location

Cloud-based Storage for video/audio
streaming media with no limit on
streaming duration, no local device
storage required

Live Streaming Broadcast

Content Monetization methods include
SendGift, Drop/CatchGift, ShopNow,
Pay-Per-View, CybEye Pay (FlexPay,
Fixpay, AMAPay and GroupPay)

Content Monetization

Each user has his own private Memo and
Personal Channel, with support for One
to One, Groups or Official Chat

Interactive Chats

Interactive commenting by
text/audio/video streaming while
viewing live broadcast

Instant Messaging

Support for Content management
features including organization and
visibility control by Admin groups

Content Control

Unique Features



CybEye SNS
The 3rd Generation of Social Platform 

• The 1st generation of social platform is Facebook which is 
currently worth $350 billion. 

• The 2nd generation of social platform is Snapchat which is 
expected to file in 2017 for an IPO valued at $25 billion.

The 3rd generation of social platform: CybEye SNS
a high-tech platform for real-time location/ live broadcast/

interactive chat/content monetization 



Why Live Social Platform?

1. Keep Pace with Technological Trend

2. Seize Global Discourse Power

3. Win Over the Young Generation

4. Social Media Big Players Start to Focus on Live-

streaming 

5. Traditional Media Giants Attract More Viewers 

via Live-streaming Broadcasts



1. Keep Pace with Technological Trend

42% of people
surveyed in the
United States and
Canada said that they
watched mobile video
content.

Online activity
continues to shift to
mobile. Statistics
show that the average
American spends
more than two hours a
day on his or her
mobile device.

Live-streaming is
finally accessible to
everyone. 2016 is
called “a banner year
for live streaming.”

People are
interacting with
apps 89 percent
of the time when
they’re on their
mobile devices.

According to ARRIS’s
2015 Consumer
Entertainment Index, a
massive 59% of global
respondents said that
they watched mobile
video content.
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2. Seize Global Discourse Power

• Much of the Post-2016 Presidential Election analysis has focused on old-school 
tactics such as scheduling and polling. Overlooked amidst this tactical navel gazing is 
a clear, undebatable win-loss calculation: Donald Trump won social media, which 
enable his campaign more engaged with voters. Trump mastered Twitter by 
embracing immediacy (right now) and transparency (unvarnished expression).

The idea of “right to speak” or “discourse power” is an extension of 
soft power relating to influence and attractiveness of a country or an 
organization’s ideology and value system.  

In the era of mobile technology, who will 
have global discourse power ultimately 
depends on that who will possess mobile 
social media platforms.



Social media has transformed how the young generation shares
its thoughts and extends its influence over others. They know
their voice has power—and they are wielding it.

3. Win Over the Young Generation

• Early adopters of live-streaming platforms have already—and successfully—
started to feed the young viewers’ seemingly insatiable appetite for video 
content. 

• Traditional broadcasters such as BBC and Channel 4 have taken effort to examine 
how to attract young generation who consume video content in short bursts via 
YouTube and social media.

ARRIS’s 2015 Consumer
Entertainment Index shows a
surge of 16- to 24-year olds in
favor of more accessible mobile
video content.



4. Social Media Big Players Start to Focus on Live-streaming

In 2016 Facebook launched 
its video-streaming service, 
Facebook Live, with the 
mission to control every 
aspect of people’s digital 
experience.

Other social media 
platforms such as Tumblr, 
Snapchat and Instagram 
have also provided live-
streaming service to their 
users.

YouTube, the Internet’s 
biggest video site has shown 
its seriousness about live-
streaming expansion by live 
broadcasting 2015 German 
soccer season.

Twitter acquired Periscope 
in 2015 to build and expand 
its streaming video 
platform.



5. Traditional Media Giants Attract More Viewers 
via Live-streaming Broadcasts

AP launched AP Live Choice in 2015 to 
offer roughly 400 live events per month 
to expand coverage.

AP

The day that the UK voted to leave the 
European Union, BBC Newsnight was 
using Facebook Live to essentially run 
its own instant 24 hour TV channel.

BBC

New York Times

USA Today was taking to 
Facebook Live to provide on-
the-ground coverage of 2016 
Presidential Election.

The New York Times started producing 
live video for Facebook in 2016

USA Today
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Mobile Live-streaming Is Where the Action Is at

The surge of next generation of social media platforms lies in 
mobile live-streaming with real-time location and content 
monetization.  CybEye platform has all the core features, able to 
make headway in seizing the opportunity.



Advancement

Patented Technology

CybEye Platform has 2 granted patent with 16 
additional pending approval

Cloud-based Storage

Amazon Cloud-based Storage for video/audio 
streaming media with no limit on streaming 
duration

Home Edition

此处文字可编辑

Content Control

Support for Content management features 
including organization and visibility control by 
Admin groups



CybEye Live Social Platform Products

Live24

LiveZorro

LiveGram



Live24

CybEye Live Social Platform Products

Live24 is a mobile live-streaming app

designed for young users to make new

friends and build personal fan base.

Viewers can watch broadcasts posted

around the world within the past 24 hours.

This app has full features of social app

plus location-based live broadcasts. It

supports video/audio/text/photo

commenting, streaming playback,

unlimited message duration, private

broadcasting, sharing and forwarding

private broadcasts. Users can share their

thoughts, opinions, interests and values

with their peers.



LiveGram

LiveGram is an app for global users. It

has full features of video messaging app.

You can watch the broadcasts or start

your own live broadcasting to anyone in

the world. Turn your mobile device into

your personal broadcast station. During

live video or replaying any broadcast,

user can make text, audio or video

comment.

It is designed for all age groups.

CybEye Live Social Platform Products



LiveZorro

LiveZorro is a mobile live-streaming app

for users who prefer broadcasting

anonymously.

This app allows users to “wear a mask”

while doing live broadcasting. It is LIVE

ONLY, no data saved after live broadcasts

end.

Want others to hear what you truly think

AND choose to protect your identity at

the same time? Now you can simply do it

with LiveZorro!

CybEye Live Social Platform Products



Unique Features

1.   Content Monetization and CybEye Pay

2. Real-time Location-based Drop/Catch Gift

3. Ads Placement



--CybEye Platform has 
unique features for Content 
Monetization including 
SendGift, Drop/CatchGift,  
ShopNow, Pay-Per-View, 
CybEye Pay; 

--CybEye Pay is a virtual 
payment gateway to 
support PayPal and WeChat
Pay. It is a direct payment 
method including FlexPay, 
Fixpay, AMAPay and 
GroupPay.

SendGift

Drop/CatchGift

ShopNow

Pay-Per-View

FlexPay

Fixpay

AMAPay

GroupPay

1. Content Monetization and CybEye Pay



Direct Payment Is the Key

As consuming power of the young 
generation is increasing, timely 
gratification becomes more and 
more important. This young group 
looks for speed, ease of purchase, 
and efficiency of payment. 

CybEye Social Platform has unique 
features of Content Monetization 
and CybEye Pay, making the live-
streaming social platform even 
more appealing to young viewers.
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CybEye Pay is a virtual payment gateway to support PayPal and WeChat Pay

FlexPay：allows user to
choose to pay any
amount while watching
a broadcast.

FixPay：allows user
to choose to pay a
fixed amount set by
the broadcast host.

AMAPay ： allows user to
prepay the price set by
whom answering a specific
question. Payment will be
refunded if the question is
not answered.

GroupPay: allows individual
user to prepay the price set by
a broadcast host until
minimum number of
prepaying users (also set by
the host) is reached. Payment
will be refunded if the
minimum is not met.

Unique Features of CybEye Pay



2. Real-time Location-based Drop/Catch Gift

This unique feature
allows business users to
“Drop Gift" at specific
locations within specific
time frame. Viewers will
have chance of receiving
gifts only when they
watch live or playback
the video broadcasts
generated at those
specific locations during
the specific time period.
This gift-awarding
feature particularly
caters to themed
business events.

Real-time



Ads Placement is a major component of

CybEye Live Social Platform business

model and its placement strategy is to

optimize revenue without

compromising the overall user

experience.

3. Ads Placement 

Ad placement formats are as follows:

 ¼ screen size ads during audio

broadcasting when there is no image data.

 Full size ads at the completion of video

broadcast stream.

 Full size ads inserted as intermission

during broadcast auto-play.

 Banner ads at bottom of specified pages in

app.



2nd Step

Expand to build regional live 
social platforms for Indian, 
Middle East, European and 
Chinese users.

1st Step

Develop a live-streaming 
social platform for 
American youth.

Strategic Outlook



About CybEye, Inc.

CybEye SNS is a subsidiary company of CybEye, Inc.

CybEye Live Social Platform is operated by CybEye SNS 



Company Overview

● CybEye, Inc. is an innovative mobile video-messaging

APP platform company.

● CybEye，Inc. was incorporated in October 2011 with its

headquarters located in Los Angeles, USA.

● 2 granted patents with 16 additional pending approval.

● CybEye builds its own APPs and implements a

standardized / automated process for building customized

apps on independently deployed platforms across various

industry verticals including sports, entertainment, tourism,

wedding, health, safety, education, business, etc.

● In the new era of App Economy 2.0 where Apps are

replacing websites as the face of businesses, CybEye acts

as the platform provider for this new App Economy.



Founder & CEO 

Bing Liu 

Bing Liu is a leader in emerging technology development

and his areas of expertise include social networking

platform, internet security, cloud computing and multi-

lingual processing. Bing Liu holds a master and a bachelor

degree in computer science from Tsinghua University,

China and is an owner of 18 U.S patents.

During early 1990s Bing created Unionway Asiansuite, a

CJK Windows software, which was widely used in the
world's top 500 enterprises. At CyberMedia, Bing
developed FirstAid (self-diagnostic repair software),
and helped taking the company to its IPO in 1996. At
CyberDefender, Bing developed anti-virus/anti-
spyware software and once again contributed to the
successful IPO of the company on NASDAQ in 2006.



“Mobile technology is predicted to generate $4 trillion U.S. dollars 
by the end of 2020, and entrepreneurs are seeing huge opportunity, 
especially in the market of live-streaming apps. ”

-----------GSMA Global Mobile Economy Report


